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Rndjation cl2awcteristir.s oJ' o~vi.nzoild ilirkctric ~ o d s  have been &ired by 
using thr aperture theory us well os the rhcory based 012  the Equisnlence Principle 
md have beet2 verified by the eYxperiimnfu1 riwlts.  
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The paper ia  a co~ltinuation of the study on overnloded dielectric rods1." 
reported earlier. 

Theoretical analysis of the radiation characteristics of dielectric antennas 
by ditfcrent authora follow one of the following mcthods: 

(i) Scalar Huyghen's Theory? ", 
(il) Schelkunoff's Equivalence Prii~cipk"~', 

(i$ Aperture TheorylG21, 

(iv) Lens 

The methods (ii) and (iii) will be rcferred to as tJx first and second theory, 
respectively. 

In the scalar Huyghen's theory the vector nature of the field is not 
revealed and the structu~e of the radiation pattern and the beam widlb of 
he major lobe in the two planes Q, - O0 and 4 = 90" remain the same though 

mode of excitation of tlle aerial, which is the asymmetric HE,, mode 
:quires that t l i ~  structure of the radiation pattern and the beam width be 
mff%ent in difftrent planes. 
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The vector potential approach with the Equivalence h.inciple which 
considers radiation from the surface as well as the end shows a good agree- 
ment with the experimental radiation patterns in different planes. 

The aperture theory considers the dielectric rod as a transmission line 
feeding energy to the free-end aperture of the rod and ignores radiatian 
from the surface of the rod. 

The operation of a dielectric rod radiator can be considered to be that 
of a lens having cross-section dimensions of the order of a wavelength. & 
sides of this lena, as shown by WilkesZ2, is responsible for the concentration 
of energy and there exists an optimum length at  which the energy is m a  
mum. T)2e existence of maximum and minimum in the radiation field is 
explained by considering the difference in phase velocities of the wave in 
the media inside and outaide the dielectric rod. Expressions for gain and 
radiation have been derived by using the concept of a lens. The maxima 
obtained and plotted against the lens aperture bhow a we!l-defined mini. 
inurn at  an aperture of one square wavelength, below which the energy 
increases with decreasing cross-section and above which the energy inmaser 
with increasing cross-section. I t  appears that this method has notbeen 
persued by any other author subsequently. 

In critically rev:ewing the two aforementioned r.-ctor th-or&, (ii) and 
(iii), ~t may be said that the Schelkunoff's Equivalence Principle is identical 
to the vectcr Kirchoff's formulation. This has been shown sukject to 
certain  limit^ tions, by Fradin12 and has been proved in a general way by 
Jamesll. It is considered relevant and worthwhile to discuss briefly the 
equivalence of the two different formulations. 

The radiation Geld for a given aperture is frequently calculated using 
the Kirchoff's formula which has the following formc 

where $ is a scalar function characterising the electromagnetic'tidd of he 
wzve. The subscript, P, indicates the value of the function at the point P. 
for which the value of the function is defined, and ,S indicates the valueof 
the function at  the surface of integration. By successive substitdm of 
*he rectangular components of the electric and magnetic vectors fa the 
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function /I in eq. (1) the following vector formula for the electromagnetic 
kld is obtained< 

,ybi..ich ?re exact only in tl:c case of a closed surface, S, and wheie 4 = [exp 
!-jkrj]:r. The above vector expressions can be to rectangular 
components given be lo^ : 

Kese have the form of eq. ( I ) 

By considering the surfacc i u ~ x n t  dens~lics, J E  and Jn, confined to a 
iurface S {which may be opcn or closed, connected or disconnected); and 
,elating the fields E and H by the Schclkunoff's Equivalence Principle 
IE = - ri x H, J H  = a x E), and ~ ~ s i n g  Silver's radiation formula, 

nvolving the vector potentkls AE and AH SLratton and ChuZ4 have genera- 
ized the vectcr Ki~choR's formula into the form 



equivalent to the above equation, eq. (6). BrownlR, by conaidering 
electric field vector (E) as orthogonal t o  the magnetic field vector (q, has 
simplified the vector Kirchoff's formula, and has used it in his 
theory for deriving the radiation pattern. This establishes the equivalence 
between the source field approach and the aperture thcory approach. 
it may be concluded that the vector Kirchoff's formula for the radiation 
field forms the common basis of all present day technic~ues for studying the 
antenna theory. 

In overmoded dielectric rods the entire field on the surface of the rod 
i s  obtained by the s~perposition of all the modal fields. The completeness 
of the Maxwell's field equations' solutions rewires that the solutioi~ includes 
not only the sarface wave modes which result from the solution of fie  
eigenvahe equation but also th: radiation modes. The orthogonality proper. 
ties of the surfxe wave modes have becn discussed in the previous reports'. 2, 

The structure of the radiation patterns is influenced by the higher order 
modes existing on the surface of the rod. It is therefore considered worth- 
while to discuss the orthogonality properties of the fields in the case of an 
open waveguide like a dielectric rod. 

The orthogonality condition for any two radiation inodcs is express:d 
by the relatione6. 

where the power P carried by the mode is a real, positive quantity and p 
and p' are used to label two different modes. Thz caret on top of the E and 
H indicates exclusion of propagation vectors exp (-jpz).  It may, 
however, be remarked that the inclusion of the propagation vectors will 
not make any difference when the phase constant, P ,  is real since the 
complex conjugate cancels them out for p= p' and p # p' the integral vatL;sh:s. 
But, when 8 is imaginary the propagation vector will not cancel out and 
hence the orthogonality expression would become a function of z. In 
eq. (7), S, = 1 for real /3 and S, = - 1 for imaginary ,8 in order to keepp 
positive. 

The above condition, eq. (7), holds for any two modes regardless of 
whether they are both guided modes, both radiation modes or whether one 
is a guided mode while other is  a radiation mode. 

For guided modes, the field can be normalized so that the right-hand 
side of eq. (7).becomes equal to p. The function d ( p  - p') r:p:es*Utsa 



ddta function when both the 111odc:~ are Inbollcd ;is ~.ad.i:ltion modes, For 
,idec\ modcs, the funciion ( p  -- - P ' )  i s  I n l cqxdcc !  9, t l x  Krijncokec &]to, 
iij, which. is equal lo unity rol' i j illlii equal to zero whfn i +.i. 

As the total fiold and the indiviclual su~facc waves of unit amplitude are 
solutions of Maxwell's equations t h y  satisfy the rcciproctiy relation which 
states that 

where the positive and negative subscripts indicate the waves in the + z 
and --- z directions. Using the reciprocity theorem and the expressions for 
the total field, Goubau2' has shown that the followiiig orthogonality rela- 
tion between any surface wave modes and the radiation field is satisfied. 

#f (& x Hm) . ria -= # (Em x H,) . da = 0.  (10) 
A A 

It has also been shown by Adler2a that the following orihogonaliiy 
relat~on between any two non-degenerate surrace wave modes 

# iEsm x HSn) - da = # (ES. x Hsm) . da = 0 (11) 
A A 

is satisfied in c1o:eci waveguides and is also valid for open waveguides like 
dielectric waveguides. 

The,mode orthogonality relation, eq. (7), with respect to the average 
Power applies only for lossless dielectric wave@des. But if the dielectric 



constant of the waveguide 1s complcx this relat~on, eq. (7), 1s not sineti? 
valid. It will, however, to a good approxilnation still hold for shghtly lossy 
waveguides, although it will no lo11gc1 bc str~ctly true. 

In this context, it may be emphasized l!ml eq. (10) 11oId.s for both dissi. 
pative as well as non-dissipative waveguides. When llie Waveguideis loss. 
less however both the relations define6 by eqs. (7) anc! (lo) hol$. god, 
Since the condition defined by eq. (10) rcmains valic! more generally it is this 
relation which acts more effectively as an oiihogonality relation. It may 
be remarked that in the absence of conlplex conjugation the quantity E XH 
does not have a physical meaning and hcnce the simple interpretation of 

power orthogonality, in this case, is not valid. 

The abovc lesumi: of orlhogonality relations lcads to the conclusion 
that the relations can be applicd to dielectric rods and that thcy penmt 
the evaluation of the total power flow 1x1 an overmoded dielectric rod by a 
sunmation of the power carried by each mode jnd~vidually, prov~ded the 
modes are non-degenerate. 

The object of this papcr is to preseul the derivation of the mdiatian 
patiern of overnioded dielectric rods by using both the mathematical 
approach (ii) and (iii) and to  compare them with the experimental resulti 
with a view to determine the limits of validity, if any, of the two theories 
and to study also the effects of the higher order modes on the radiation 
pattern. 

3. FUNDAMENTAL RELATIONS FOR THE FIRST THEORETICAL APPROACII 

The electric (4 and magnetic (M) sheet currents on the surface of t$  
dielectric rod according to the Eq~~ivalence Principle ale given by 

J = n  x H "  (124 

where 

n is the unit normal vector dirccted outwards from the surface S; 

EO is the electric field vector on the surface ; 

HO is the magnetic field vector on the surface; 

S includcs the surfaces S, and S, shown in Fig. 1 a whlch gives the c@ 
ordinate system employed for Lhe purpose of deiernlming the rztdiat~on 
field and a large sphere S, as shown in Fjg. I b. The currents Qm 
S, are assumed to be negliable; 
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Fro. la Caordinate system for calc'llating tho radiation pattern by the (I) theory. 
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S, is the cylindrical surface of the dielectric rod aerial; 

S, is the free end surface of the dielectric rod. aerial; 
clS is an element of area on the dielectric surface; 
r' is the distance of dS from the distant point, P, at which the 

field is to be determined = I.  -- rr sin 6 cos (5b' - 4) -.zcos 8 ;  

r , is the distance of the origin of Ihc coordinate system to the polntp; 
The electric (AE) and rnagnctic (AN)  ~Cctor potentials at a point p (r, 0,d)  
with S are gnen by 

Jexp ( , id - kr') 
r ' dS 

S 

exp ( j u t  - kr') 
r ' dS 

S 

where k is the free space wave number. The radiation field in the (@,,#,) 
plane at a distant point P (r, O,+) i s  given by 

The transformation of coordinates from the cylindrical system (p,$',:j 
describing the surface of the rod to the spherical polar coordinates (r, O,#) 
describing a distant point in space is made according to Table I. 

2.1. Radiated Fieid: Srr<fccccce RurZiation 

The sbcet currents J and M are given by 

Tmflormation of coordinates from the cylindrical coordinate system 
into the spherical polar coordinate system 

+ 
r ii 2 

+ 
P sin 0 cos (4' - 4) cos 0 cos (4' - g) sin (6' - 4 )  
8 -sin 6, sin (4' - 4) -cos 0 sin (4' - 4) cos (6' - 4) 
+ 
z cos 8 - sin 0 0 





e-j k~ 
(EA" = - -- {u [- A, sin 6' sin (6' - 4 )  sill 4' - A, cos 0 cos Q'] 

4m. 
+ + B [- Aacos 0 sin (4' - $) sin 4' <- A l  sin B cos +'I 

+$ cos (+' - 4) sin +'I} 

x exp sin 0 cos (4' - 4) -i- jkz cos 0 - jpmz] d ~ .  (20) 
Evaluating grad div dAN, curl UAE and using eq. (141, the radiated field E,, 
from the cyliudncal surface of the rod  is given by 

-1- 2 ( wo Jp - kMell 

xexp['sin 0 cob(?' - 4 )  + jkzcos O]}d+'dz 

x exp [jka ain 8 cos (4' - +) -+ jkz  cos 0 - jpmz]} d+' dz 
(21) 

which in the ?. = O0 plane reduces to 

2= 

- (wu,A, sin 6 )  J sin 4' exp (jka sin 0 cos 6') d+'] 
$'=a 
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x exp (jlcz sin 0 cos 4') (IqJr 

Y1T 

kCcS 0 A: _ A, OJp, 
+ -  2 cxp ( ~ k a  b m  8 COS d, ' )  d+' - 

C'=o 

- (A, k sin 8) T cob 4' exp ( j h  sin 8 cob 4') d$' I] . (22) p = o  

Evaluating the integrals, thc expression for the radiation field due to the 
surface of the rod for each inodc, identified by the subscript m, is given by 
the following equation : 

B, (112 > 1)) u cxp [~(b' , ,  -- k cos 8) L/2] 
4 s m = ~ 1 {  B  ( m = I ) j 2 =  - @, -kcos8 )  

X {m IC'~,  J, (k,, cl )  [J,  (ko sin 0)  - Jo (ka sin e)] 
?r k k:m - -- a el iz J. (li,, n) sor B [J2 (ku sin 8 )  + Jo (ka rm B)] 

4- 2vk [klm fl' (k,, a) + Bm 1 a -& we, Jl (km 

X sin 0 J, (ka sin B)}. (23 a) 

The abovc eq. (23) representing the radiation field due to the surface only 
can be writtcn in the following f~~nctional form 

-> e-jkr 
E~sm = 4  B1 - fm (A)& (d) fm (d, L )  exp ( j  GBm - k cos 0) L/21 

(24) 
where 

kd sin 0 

~ € 1  Bm 



since the radialed field at P ( v ,  Q,4) depends on the diameter and lellgb 
of the rod and the relative amplitude constant of a particular mode, 

3.2. Rudiated Field : E7zd Radiation 

In this case 
--f 

J = + ' I I , - ~ ' H + ,  
and 

+ -3 

M - - +' E, -I- p E+.. 

Using the appropriate field components 

bm X , = - B m -  B,  k lm 

and . 
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Let 
Y,=2-Brn 

Y2 - B, $ !hhm 
m WE1 

Yz - Bm Icim 
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which yields the components Jr, JB, J$ and MT, M,, M,, respectively, 

The magnetic and electric vector potentials are 

e-jkr 
dAx = -- {-- v [sin 8 sin (4' - 4)cos 4' @ Jlr (klmp) 

471.7 

+ X, akd)] + sin 8 cos (4' - fl sin +f ( x 3 u l ~ )  
P P 

x ( Y 3  4' (kImp) + Y, -L- ""'H P 
+ + 8 [cos 0 sin (+' - +) sin 4' { .'Ap) + Y, Jt1 (klmp))) 

P 

+ cos a cos (4.  - 4) cos 4. { Y, I: (kImpl + Y, +)I] 
+ i [ - coi (+, - 4) sin 4 ,  { Y, (b) + Y, J ~ ,  (kid))) 

P 
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with 
r' = r - p sin 8 cos (4' - 4) 

~"~luating grad div dAn ar.6 curl dil" ill thc rndi~kion formula, cq. (14), alli 
substituting for J,, J@, MO and Me appropriately from eqs. (29 and 30), the 
rrdiation from the end is givcn by 

0 9"r 

- j e k r  [ 
EPI = - U q r , ,  cos 0 sin (4' - $) cos $' 

4777 
p=o +,=o 

x exp [jkp sin 8 cos (4' - +)] p dp d4'. (33) 
In the 6 = 0" the field Epem radiated by the free end by the m-th mode is 
given by 



wh~ch when evaluated yields 
+ e-3 k r  

Epem 7 4  r -  j q e m  

where 
B (nz r 1) 

4em = Bs {g~(G= 1) $ 

- [; (P) .  - u)po) -. (;: 2,- I) cos 01 ,, 

and 

F, = J p J,, (li lmp) J2 (kp sin 8) dp 
p=o 

Eqmhon (35) can be written in s functional form as follows c 
-z ?-jk? 

Ep'pem - + -F B l j f m  (A).fA (dl (36) 
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(36 4 

kk lm (2 2; - 1) cos 8 1  Fa 

2,3. Total Radiated Field: Swface plus End Radiation 

The total radiation Epst due to the cylindrical surface only for the m 
modes will be 

and the total radiation due to the end only for nz modes will be 

The total radiation due to th.e surface and end for the m-th mode will be 

E P ~  =Epsm + E ~ e m .  (39) 

The total radiation (end plus surface) Ept, for all the m modes wjil thei-e- 
fore be given by 

E ~ t m  = 5 (E~rn)  

+ e-j kr 
Eptm - 4 7 4 2 { f m  (A) [Xln ( 4 f m  (4 L) 

m 

In the first theoretical approach it is assumed that the fictitious sources 
of electric and magnetic current densities are distributed in space in an arbi- 
tTaT manner and all the field quantities satisfy Maxwell's equations over 
1J.Sc.-9 



the volume of the entire space. When the electric and magnetic cumni 
densities are confined to a surface S, which may be open or closed, con. 
netted or disconnected, it is usual to refer to the fields E and H on the 
surface rather than the surface densities J and M .  The surhce fields and 
surface current densities are related by the Schelkunoff's Eqivalente 
Principle. 

3 . 1 .  Simplz3ed Form of Vector Kirclzoff's Fornzula 

When J and M are not restricted to surface distributions, the radiation 
formula must also inc l~~de the volume sources of current. In such a case 
the field at  a point in space lying outside a surface that encloses a]] the 
sources of the field can be exprewed in terms of the integrals of the field 
vectors over the surface. This is given by the vector Kirchoff integral rela. 
tion which is as follows: 

where S,, S,,. . . , S, are the surfaces bounded by the volume V. 
exp (- jkr') 

$ =  ,, 

r' = Distance from P to any other point in the volume. 

The expression for the H field is similarly expressed. 

The method followed here to obtain the radiation due to the apertures 
is the same as that outlinec! by Jamesls. The radiation field at a distant 
point can be determined by using Kirchoff's formula, eq. (41). Tbis equation 
is transformed into a more usable form with the help of the system ofco- 
ordinates, and vectors shown in Fig. 2, where Ad, A'd, Ag Atg are the various 
apertures associated with the dielectric rod radiator. 

2~ Vector from the origin of the coordinate system to the element of 
the aperture area. 
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E, - [cxp (- jhr)] v, i"J { [ ( I *  x E )  - T ,  v, x (n  x H)] 47v 

i 

:< exp (j lcp . v, ) }  du (42) 

l'hc simplificd rac?iation formula for the far field can then be written a:, 

Epg = k [(LxE :.in O $. LYE COS (b) -F- T,, cos (Lz" cos - LUH sin $)I 

(43 0) 

&* =- - k [(L," cos qi - LYE sin 4 )  cos 0 -- (?lo) (LsH sin 4 
4- LYH COS 4)]  (43 6) 

where LE and LH are integrals invo1v;ng E and H. 

-+ 
LH = J J H [ S X ~  (jkpl . rl)] ilu (44 6) 

S 

and 

70 = Free space intrinsic impedance = 376.7. 

Here terms which are not functions or' 0 and have been omilted. 

3.2. Radiuting Apertures 

The hollow metallic, cyl lndr~al  wavegurde support~l~g the unperturbed 
HI, wave excites the HE,, mode m and on the dielectr~c rod. The &electric 
rod transports thss surfaces wave from thc launcher a t  the aperture Ag to 
the end of the rod, aperture Ad (the apertures are shown sn Fig. 2). 

The larger cylinder of raaius a' indicates the approximate bounds of 
the surface wave, which i n  theory tend to  zero at infinity and the end sur- 
faces to this are Arg and AZd. The actual radiating aperture at the end of 



the rod is A'd. The total radiation is the vectorial sum of the radiation 
from the apertures Ag, Ad and ( A ' d  - Ad). The following assumptions 
have been made: 

(i) Since the dielectric rod is tapered to a point inside the H,, metal 
guide for the purpose of matching (tapering not shown in Fig. 2) the reflec- 
tion coefficient rT at the free end of the rod, k ing  very small, can also be 
ignored. 

(ii) The metal waveguid.e at the feed end of the radiator is considered 
invisible to the aperture radiation. 

(iii) The fictitious sources in the free-end aperture are generated entirely 
from the surface waves guided by the rod. 

(iv) Radiation from the moutl~ of the metal guide Ag f s  assumed to be 
into free spacem and the presence of the dielectric rod is ignored. 

(v) Fresnel interaction between the apertures is considered to be negli. 
gible irrespective of the distance between Ag and A ' d  2"91. 

t 
I: I, 1 

METAL DIELECTRIC 
GUIDE ROO 

Fro. 2. Coordinate system for calculating the Radiation 
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3,3. Radiation Field due to the Dielecfric Apertures 

3.3.1. Field Components c I t  is a condition o f  the vector Kirchoff's 
formula that the integrands given in eqs. (44 a and b) must be in the Carte- 
sian form. Hence, with reference to Rg. 2, the field components in the 
Cartesian coordinate system are given as follows (see Appendix 1). Inside 
the rod, p < a, 

3.3.2. Field due to the apertwe Ad.:LE and LH are obtained by 
eqs. (44a and b) and substituted into eqs. (43 a and b) to obtain the 
radiation field at a distant point due to the aperture Ad. 

0 a= 
LzE = S S Ex exp [jkp sin 0 cos (4' - 4) -I- jkL cos 01 p dp d4'. 

P=o @=0 

X exp [jkp sin 0 cos (4' - 4) $. jkLcos 0 - j&L) p dp d4' 

xexp [ j k p  sin 0 cos (4' - 4) + jkL cos 0 - ~ F ~ L ] )  p dp d$' 



The integral with respect to 4' is simplified and the fillowing expression 
in the 4 = 0" plane is then obtained: 

x exp [- j (pm - k cos 8 )  L] 

Similarly, 

4 P T  

LUE = J- J Eu exp [jkp sin 8 cos (4' - 4) + jkL cos 81 p dp d# 
P-0 01-0 

which, after substituting for Ev from eq. (49, in the + = On plane reciuces to 

X exp [jkp sin 0 cos 4' +- jkL cos 8 - jPm L] p dp d+' 

= 0 (after simplification). (47) 

Again 

(I I D  

Lxh = I L Hz exp [jkp sin 0 CQS (6' - $) + jkz cos B] p & 4' p-" -0 
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which in the 4 = 0" plane becomes 

r,fi = / j ugm $ (+ - Y,)L sin 24, 
p=o 4'-0 

m J W E i  

x exp [jkp sin B cos (4' - 4) -I- jkz cos B - jp, L] p dp d+' 

= 0 on simplifying. (48) 

Also 

o Z T  

LYE = J J Hy exp [jkp sin 8 cos (4' - 4 )  4- jkz cos 01 p dp d4' 
p=o +cO 

which in the 4 = 0" plane becomcs 

x exp [jkp sin 9 cos (4'- 4') + jkz cos 8- jp, LJ) p dp d$' 

X exp [ j kp  sin 0 cos (4' - 4) 3 jkz,cos 0 - jp, Lj pdp d4'. 

3 n  simplifying the integral with respect to +' 

b 
4 H = ~ n l * i m ~ [ ( & i  . l W p l )  * l o a t  ( Y - . ? % ) ~ ~ I  ; 

x exp [- j (pm - k cos 8) L]. (49) 



-t exp [- j (&  - kcos 0 )  L]. (52) 

The integrals rod and T2d are of the Lommel integral type and their value? 
work out to be 

= ---5- , . , , [k  sin 01, (ka sin 6') J, (klma) 
kZlm - k sin 

- klTn J1 (k, ,a) J, (ka sin B) ] .  (52 b) 

Therefore the radiation field d~ie to the dielectric aperture Ad for the m-th 
mode is given by the following expression 

-t e-jkr 
Endm = - $7 Ep9d 

that is, 

xexp [- j(B, - x co. e) LJ j [ b  z cm o - bvb 
Bm l w e i  Bm 

X [klm J, (klm a) (Jo  (ka sin 6') - J, (ka sin 0)) 

I 
- k sin 0  J,  (ka sin 8 )  {Jo ( k , ,  a) - J, (kIma)}] 

3- [ cos B - ?= T,]  [k ,  J, (klma) \( Jo (ka sin 0) 
J W i  

t. JB (ka sin 0)) - k sin 6 J, (ka sin 6') { J o  (k,,a) 
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Since the field Epdm depends on the amplitude of the mode, the diameter 
d ( ~  2 a) and length L of the die1ectl-i~ rod it may be expressed in a f ~ ~ n c -  
tional form as follows : 

where 
Bm (J% > 1)  

gm ( 4  =; xl I,= 1 I) (54 4 

3.3.3. Field due to the aperture. (d'd - Ad):  The field due to the 
aperture (A'd - Ad)  can be obtained by inspection from the exprzssion for 
the Eeld due to the aperture Ad, eqs. (51 and 52). Hence, 

EfPgd = 0 (55) 

- k sin 0 H o ( l  (k,,a) J1 (ka sin B)] (56 a 



, . , [ k  sin 0 Jl (ka sin 0) H z ( 1  (k,,a) 
"28 = kezm - sm 

- knm (kZma) Jz (ka sin 811 (56 6) 

Therefore the radiation field due to the dielectric aperture (Atd for 
the m-th mode is given by the following expression: 

+ e-jkr 
E'pdm = 4 7 E ' P ~ ~ .  

That is. 

x H,(1' ( hd ) - I?n"' (%jmd,))] ; [COS 8 - y@) + 

I'+ 

X [k-. HI('] (%F~) {& (f sin 0) + J, ( y  sin 6')) 
' 

- k sin 0 Jl (?sin 8) {$fo(u (%;A ) + HzW (v)l]/. 
(57) 

Noting the functional dependence on the amplitude of the mode, the dia- 
meter d and length L of the rod, E1,am may be expressed as follows: 

-3 .&k~ 
E ' P C Z ~  ' 4 -I BI gm (4 gzm (d)  gm (d, L) (g 



(['p "' ' I "  cos 0 - [".. X,"'(~*F*) 
6 &n J o e ,  

x { J,, (';'+in 0 )  - .j2 ( Y s i l i  0))-  k  sin B J, 

x {fo(ysin 0 )  - I (?sin 6')) 

- /<sin o . / ~ ( ~ P  sin 0 )  {fr, , '~) (".;id) 

3. x2'~) (."z; ")HI , (58  c) 

3.4. Radiation Field due ro rhe Me/u/l;c Guide Aprfure: A, 

In th.e 4 = 0" plane, as oblaincci. by James1" the radiation field due 
to the metallic guide aperture Ag is given by thc following expl-ession: 

EP+" = - (cos O + 2vDku 
- k z  U ) ~  Jl ir,) J; (*arm 8)cos 4 

which reduces to 

2"D'cu - J, (x,) J', (ko siu 8) (60) En+, - jcos 0 $- lag) - - 

where 



To evaluate Xg,  the following expression relating to kg is used: 

I<, = k (qs" q a g z ) 1 2 ,  T g  -  TI*^)^^^ 
E ~ ,  (-LT = Relative permittivity and permeability of the lo$. 

D =. Excitation constant. 

Xg s Wavelength in the metal guide. 

To determine the excitation constant D the power flow P, in the guide 
is equated to the total power flow in th.e dielectric rod. 

The power flow in the metal guide is given by 

Substituting for P t ,  

Hence the field due to the metallic guide aperture is given by the following 
expression : 

+ e-3 kr 2 xku 
Epg = - 9 - -  131 (COS 6 3. ?lag) - 
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1t may be notcd that the excitation constant D depends on thc total 
power flow in the dielectric guide which is the sum of the powcrs carried 
by all the modes. Hence the excitation of all the modes has been considered. 
rt may however be einphasisci. that thc radiation from thc metallic aper- 
ture (i,e., feed-end) is single modcd irrcspcctive of the diameter of the 
dielectric rod, i.e., irrespective of the Prc:iclicc or thc highcr order modes 
in the dielectric rod. IfeIIce Lhc radialion field from the dielectric rod 
alone is considered to bc the res~~l tant  of ih.e coniributions of all th.e ]nodes 
present. In a functional form Epg can b e  written as follows : 

3.5. Total Apertzrre Rudiution (Dielectric plus Metallic Guide Apertures) 

The total aperture rad~ation at a distant point, P, due lo  the m-th mode 
IS the sum of the radiation fields, Epdm and E i p d m  due to the dielectric aper- 
ture and the radiation field Epg due to the metallic aperture. Thereforz 
the total racktion field due to tllc m-th mode is given by the following 
relation : 



8 IN DEGREES 
FIG. 3. G ~ P % ~ s o ~  of t!x T!?emetical Patterns uf thc Total Rqdi;.tiin of (1) ~ i W l ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

rods (2)  overmoded rods 

Y Axis: - Dielectric rod as a r.zdttor (Schelkimofi's Equivalence Principle) - - -  - Aperture Thcory 
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~t may be worthwhile to mention that both the theories lead to a radia- 
tion pattern which is a function of the diameter as wzll as the length of the 
rod, although there is some difference in the functional dependence. 

Some of the theoretical radiation patterns computed for both the theories 
with the aid of an IBM 360 computer are shown in Fig. 3 wh.ich exhibits 
the foUowing interesting points : 

(i) The major lobe of an overmoded rod appears to be more irregular 
as compared to that of a rod which supports only the dipole (HE,,) mode. 

(ii) m e  structure of the radiation patterns shows that the number of 
side lobes is much less for overmoded rods than it is for single lnoded rods. 
It is also observed that in general, the side lobes are more suppressed in the 
case of overmoded rods and their relative intensities compared to the main 
lobe are much smaller th.an what i t  is detected for the single moded rods. 

(iii) The appearance of higher order modes seems to affect the beam 
width of the main lobe. For example, an overmoded rod (dl& = 1.0, 
L/h, = 8.5) has a beam width of 42" as compared to a beam width of 28" 
for a single moded rod (dl& = 0.8, L/X, = 8.35). 

(iv) The side lobe peak appears to shift in the case of overmoded rods. 
For example the position of the first side lobe for a single moded rod 
(dl& =0.4, L/Xn = 15.84) is 20" and for an overmoded rod (dl& = 1.6, 
Llh, = 6.19) is 37". 

(v) As the rod diameter increases the radiation from the free-end of 
fie rod as compared to the surface radiation incleases. The gradual increase 
has been very clearly shown in Fig. 4. This tendency of the rod to behave 
more l ib  an end-fire radiator is expected since the power flow in the axial 
direction gets more concentrated inside the rod with increasing diameter. 
The end and surface radiations, as regards their direction of maxima and 
their 6.b level as compared to total radiation, have been tabulated in Table 11. 

As the diameter of the rod is increased, the end radiation becomes more 
Prominent and hence it is more reasonable to consider the dielectric rod 
as a transmission line feeding energy from the source to the end aperture 
whose bound is greater than the physical cross-section of the rod because 
of thenature of the field decay. A study of the radiation pattern obtained 
by the aperture theory shown in Fig. 3 shows 
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FIG. 4. COmpmison of end and surface radiation with respect to the total radiatbn 
(end plus surface) for (1) Siogle lnoded rods (2) Overmoded rods obtained 
theoretically Using the Schelkunoff's Eqlvalance Principle 

Y -Axis - Total surface radiation with respect to total end plus surface radigtio 
-.- Total end radiation with respect to total end plus surface radmtton - - - - Total end plus surface radiation 



Conlparison of the end mzd surfim vadation us regc~rds tlzeir direction of 
maximum and their suppression 

dl& = 1.6, L/& : 6.19, m = 3 

End radiation/iotal radiation Surface radiationltotal radiation 
Mode -- 

Direction db  level Direct ion db level 
of maximum of maximum 

HE,, 0" - 2 . 0  0" -16.0 
a, 

47" -13.0 38" -15.0 

HE, 8 0" -22.0 0" -19.0 

rn = 3 HE,, 0 - 1.8 0" -13.0 

(i) a more regular main lobe than that obtained on the basis of the first 
theory for the overmoded rods ; 

(ii) a smaller beam width than that obtained previously; 

(iii)-anoticeable divergence in the positions of the side lobes of over- 
moded rods between the two theories although there is a fair agreement 
in the position of the main lobe ; 

(iv) a difference in the relative intensity levels of the side lobes bet- 
ween the two theories for both single-moded and overmoded rods. 

A comparative study of theory and experiment for overmoded rods 
leads to the following observations regarding the analysis of the patterns 
shown in Figs. 5 and 6,: 

(i) The aperture theory shows a good agreement with experiment regard- 
ing the position as well as the beam width of the major lobe where all the 
modes supported by that particular diameter have been considered; whereas, 
in the case of the other theoiy where the main beam i s  rather irregular tbe 
agreement is rather poor. The peak of the main beam however shows 
agreement with both the theories. 

(ii) Though the relative side lobe level differs between experiment and 
aperture theory even by co~lsidering a combination of thc modes 

1.I.k.-10 
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FIG. 5. Comnparlson of the theoretical patterns of tlie total radiation obtained by the twd 
theories with the experimental pattern for 

( 1 )  Single moded rods 

(2) Ovel-moded rods 

Y-Axis Dielectric i o d  as a radiator 
(Schclkunoff's Equivalence Pl inciple) - Aperture Theory 

- - - Experimental 





there is a very good agreement as regards the position of the lobes. 
The minima do not show nulls but the same is observed for the expen. 
mental patterns also. In the case of the first theory, neither the positions 
of the minor lobes nor the relative side-lobe levels agree very well. 

(iii) In Fig. 6 the radiation patterns have been computed by adding 
the modes one at  a time. I t  is seen that the experimental pattern 
best with the pattern obtained by combining all the modes. For example, 
the radiation pattern of the dielectric rod (d/A 0 = 1.4) shows that the fie, 
mode has a max im~~m in the axial direction whereas the pattern for the 
combined modes, which agrees with the experimental pattern, shows adi 

P 
along the axis and a peak of the main beam in the direction 6 = 14".  hi^ 
is probably due to the effect of the higher order modes. Hence fie 
existence of higher order modes is established (see also ref. 2). 

I t  is worthwhile to compare the radiation pattern of single moded rods 
(d/X,< 1.0) which support only the HE11 mode with the two theories. 
Fig. 5 shows that 

(i) there is a very good agreement between the experimental pattern 
and the patterns obtained by the first theory; 

(ii) the position of the main lobe and its beam width obtained experi. 
mentally show very good agreement with. the theoretical pattern obtained 
by both the theories; 

(iii) though the positions of the side lobes as regards their maxima 
and minima show agreement between the two theories and experiment, 
the relative intensities of the side lobes agree better with the first theory. 

From the above discussion on the radiation patterns of single-moded 
and overmoded rods the validity and limitations of the two theories 
obvious. Further, observations with the help of Table I11 can be made 
where the experimental results regarding the first side-lobe level with respect 
to the major lobe level and its position for some values of d/A, and Llh 
have been compared with that obtained by the two theories. 

From Table I1 and Fig. 6 it is interesting to note that for 
rods of diameter < 0.9 A,, which support only the HE,, mode, the agreement 
of the h t  theory with experiment even as regards side-lobe suppressioJJ, 
is much better than it is with the second theory. Whereas, for rods which 
support the higher order modes (diameter 1.0 A,,) the second theory 
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TABLE ll1 

Compar&on of theprst side-lobe Ievel suppvession and its position of maximum 
obtained by the two theories with expeviinent 

Position of Rrst side lobe Suppression of first side lobe in db 
f l  L 

Exprri- L I1 Experi- I I1 
mental theory theory mental theory theory 

agrees better than the first theory. However a noticeable divergence of 
both the theories with experiment at d/A = 1 .O is observed. 

The validity and limitations of the two theories may be attributed to 
the fact that there is a greater concentration of power inside the rod as dl& 
is increased and the surface radiation, which is prominent at small diameters, 
now becomes insignificant in comparison to the end radiation cansing the 
rod to behave more like a transmission line with the fxee-end aperture 
radiating. This greater concentration of the energy towards the axis of 
the rod is also evident from the radial field decay curves1, which show a 
faster decay and hence a higher radial decay coefEcient for the overmoded 
rods. 

The set Fig. 7 shows clearly the divergence of the experimental results 
from the first theory even if any of the possible combinations of radiation 
from the end or from the surface o r  the total radiation from the surface 
and end for individual modes or combined modes are considered. 

It seems obvious fmm the above arguments that the rod behaves 
W e  an? more as an end-fire radiator as d/X, is increased beyond 0 . 9 ,  



FIG. 7. The end plus surface radiation of the combined modes compared with all the 
wssible combinations of the end and surface radiations of the HEl1, HElB and HE,s mdes 
of an overmoded rod obtained theoretically by using the Schelkunoff's Equivalence principle 
d I h o = 1 . 6 ~ j ~ o = 6 . 1 9  

Y-Axis : 

(a) comparison of experimental pattern (0000) wiih 
end Plus surfface radiation of combined modcs and radiation of each mode 
- ~ I I , - - ~ L I + ~ ~ B , - . - H E ~ + ~ ~ + H ~ ,  -:-FIE,,, -.- Hk&, ---Wt 

(b) Comparison of experimental pattern (0000) with 
end plus surfacc radiation of combined modes and end radiation of each mode 
- ~ 4 > , - - W , + I I E ; g , - ~ ~ , + K E i B + ~ s  - x - H E , , ,  HEi$ -.- %? 
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(c) amparison of experimental pattern (0000) with 
ad plus surface radiation of combined modes and 

- ~ 1 1 ,  ---HE,, +HE,,,- o-HEll + HEl,+ HE,, 

(d) Comparison of experinlental Pattern (0000) with 
a d  plus surfaceradialion of colnbined modes and 

-HE,,, - - - HEll,+ HE,,. --o- HE,, X HE,,+HE;,, 

(e) Comparison of experimental pattern (0000) with 
end plus surface radiation of combined modes and - HEII, --- HE,, +HE, ,,-0-HE,, i -  HE,, -1 HE 13 

[fl Conyruison of experimental puttsrn (0000) with 
end plils surface radiation of combined modes and 
surface radiation of each mode 

cud plus surfa~erirdiation of each mode 
..x- HE,,, HEI3 - - - -  HEla 

end radiation of combined mode 
--x- HE,,, HE,,;-HE ,,,, - -HEz1 

+ HEI,+HE1,, 

~urtdce radiation of combined modes 
- -5- HEll, -.- HEII 7 %B, 
- - - -  HE,, - 1 -  HEl3 ..i- HEl3 

end ~xdiation of each mode and 

-A- HE,, 
-A- He,, 
-0- Jml* 

~ 1 1  K 

Fig. 8. Position of major lohe vs #,/k 
Y-Axis : -- Aperture Theory 

- - - -  Dielectric Rod as a Radiator 
(Schelk*noff's Equivalence Principle) 



Fig. 9. Beam Width vs &lk 
Y Axis : - - - -Aperture Theory 

- Dielectric Rod as a Radiator 
(Schelkunoff's Equivalence Principle) 
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The nature of dependence of the far field characteristics such as the 
of the major lobe and its beam width can be probably judged from 

of these factors vs. B d k  where PI (ref. 1) is the characteristic of the 
nearfield. This has bzen shown in Figs. 8 and 9. 

~;i~(~~omponents  in the Cartesian coordinate system far the HE,, mode in the 
dielectric rod 

With reference to Fig. 2 the iield components in the cylindrical coordi- 
nate system for the HEl, mode in the dielectric rod are given by the follow- 
ing relations, p < a, 

H,, = 8, [ I  .'-E Jz (klmp) + iz k4mY1 (kIrnp) ] COI I' p l m z  . 
P P P 1  

(A 1) 
E, and Eg are related to E, and E+, by the expressjons 

EE =E,cos+' - E.+.sinc$' 

E v = E p s i n + ' i E # c o s + ' .  (A 2) 

Substituting for Ep and E+. from eq. (A I) into eq. (A 2) the electric field 
components in the Cartesian coordinate system are obtained. The magnetic 
field components are determined similarly. These are given in eq. (45). 
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